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Abstract. A new concept for unsupervised learning based upon examples introduced to the 
neural network is proposed. Each example is considered as an interpolation node of the velocity 
field in the phase space. The velocities at these nodes are selected such that all the streamlines 
diverge to an attracting set imbedded in the subspace occupied by the cluster of examples. The 
synaptic interconnections are found from the minimization of the strength energy, while the 
node velocities play the role of constraints. 
This note is devoted to development of a new concept for unsupervised learning based 
upon examples introduced to an artificial neural network. The neural network is considered 
as an adaptive nonlinear dissipative dynamical system described by the following coupled 
differential equations: 
ii = Vi(Uj,Tij),i,j = 1,2,... ,71 (1) 
in which ui is an n-dimensional vector function of time representing the neuron activity, 
Tij is a constant matrix whose elements represent synaptic interconnections between the 
neurons, and vi is a nonlinear function. 
Let us consider a pattern vector Gi represented by its end point in an n-dimensional phase 
space, and suppose that this pattern is introduced to the neural net in the form of a set 
of vectors - examples uck) , % = 1,2.. . m. The difference between these examples which 
represent the same patiern can be caused not only by noisy measurements, but also by 
the invariance of the pattern to some changes in the vector coordinates (for instance, to 
translations, rotations etc.). If the set of the points utk) is sufficiently dense, it can be 
considered as a finite-dimensional approximation of somt subspace 8ck). 
Now the goal of this study is formulated as following: find the synaptic interconnections 
Tij such that any trajectory which is originated inside of Q(k) will be entrapped there. In 
such a performance the subspace Ock) practically plays the role of the basin of attraction to 
the original pattern 6i. However, the position of the attractor itself is not known in advance: 
the neural net has to create it based upon the introduced representative examples. Moreover, 
in general the attractor is not necessarily static: it can be periodic, or even chaotic. 
The achievement of the goal formulated above would allow one to incorporate into a neural 
net a set of attractors representing the corresponding clusters of patterns, where each cluster 
is imbedded into the basin of its attractor. Any new pattern introduced to such a neural net 
will be attracted to the “closest” attractor. Hence, the neural net would learn by esamples 
to perform content-addressable memory and pattern recognition. 
Our approach is based upon the utilization of the original clusters of the esample points 
u!k) as interpolation nodes of the velocity field in the phase space. The assignment of a 
clrtain velocity to an example point imposes a corresponding constraint upon the synaptic 
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interconnections Tij via Eq. (1). After these interconnections are found, the velocity field in 
the phase space is determined by Eq. (1). Hence, the main problem is to assign velocities at 
the point examples such that the required dynamical behavior of the trajectories formulated 
above is provided. 
We will start with the case when the subspace Ock) is a simply connected and convex. 
Then the geometrical center of the point-examples u$~) occupying Ock) belongs to 0’: 
k=l k=l 
in which pk > 0 are weights attributed to the examples. 
This center can be selected as a point attractor. The finite- dimensional representation of 
the velocity field in the phase space around this attractor can be performed by prescribing 
(k) appropriate velocities at the point-examples ui as interpolation nodes, namely: 
2 tiik)(u;(k) - u$“)) = y k(u!“’ - ~i(~))~, R = 1,2,. . . , m (3) 
i=l i=l 
Eq. (3) states that normal components of the node velocities directed to the attractor u$“’ 
are proportional to the distance from this attractor. The scaling constant y controls the 
speed of the convergence. Substituting tii from Eq. (1) into Eq. (3) one arrives at m 
constraints imposed on the synaptic interconnections Tij : 
,rj)(uik’ - u!“‘) - y(Uj’) - uf)‘] = gk = 0, k = 1,2,. . . ,m (4) 
It should be emphasized that these constraints do not impose any limitations upon the 
angular (tangential) components of node velocities. Because of that the attractor can be 
represented not only by a stable node, but by a stable spiral point as well depending on how 
the angular components of the node velocities are defined. 
Thus, m examples introduced to the neural net impose m constraints upon the n2 synaptic 
interconnections Tij. If n2 >> m, the remaining freedom in selection of Tij can be exploited 
for minimization of the strength energy 
s= ;f--T$(i-j)2 (5) 
r=l j=l 
introduced in [2]. Performing this minimization subject to the constraints (4) one arrives at 
the following dynamical system governing the unsupervised learning 2: 
(i - j)2Tij + 2 Xk*(u{k) - “I’)) kzI dqj 1 , i, j = 1,2,. . . ,11 (6) 
iik = -a2 
11 
,k= 1,2,... ,m (7) 
This gradient system of (n2 + m) equations contains (n2 + m) variables Tij, &, and it con- 
verges to the solution which satisfies the constraints (4) while minimizing the strength energy 
(5). The positive function o2 can be selected arbitrarily. One possible selection leading to 
the fastest convergence of the system (6),(7) to the terminal attractor’ was proposed in [2]. 
Thus, the synaptic interconnections Tij obtained from the learning procedure (6),(7) pro- 
vide the following property of the velocity field in the phase space: all the velocities at the 
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point examples utk) have acute angles with respect to the directions to the geometrical cen- 
ter u$“‘. In other*words, to accuracy of the finite-dimensional approximation of the velocity 
field based upon the node velocities at the example points u$~), the geometrical center ui” 
becomes a point attractor. The velocities between the nodes are found as a result of the 
interpolation performed by Eq. (1) with the synaptic interconnection Tij substituted from 
Eqs. (6) and (7). 
The smoothness of the interpolated velocity field depends upon the density of the example 
points as well as upon the nonlinear function vi in Eq. (1). If this density is not large 
enough, or if the function vi is highly nonlinear, the velocity field may lose its local negative 
divergence and exhibit a pathological dynamical behavior in Eq. (1) (including a possibility 
of escaping the attractor u!‘) through narrow between-the-node paths). The existence of 
such a possibility is the prick paid for unsupervised learning without pre-programming based 
upon a finite-dimensional approximation of the phase-space velocity field. 
Let us assume now that several clusters of examples t~i(~)‘, uy)’ . . . ~1’)~ representing dif- 
ferent patterns Gi, iif, . . . iif are introduced to the system. Each of the corresponding sub- 
spaces O(‘)‘, . . .tJ(‘)q (which are assumed to be convex and simply connected) has its own 
geometrical center: 
p= 1,2,... ,q (8) 
in which q is the number of different patterns. 
Rewriting the constraint (3) for each pattern one arrives at the following dynamical system 
governing the unsupervised learning of q point attractors: 
*;:j = -a* (j - i)*‘Zj i- 2 F Xpk $(u$*)’ - ui(‘)P) , j, j = 1,2, . . . , R I (9) p=l k=l ‘1 
As a result of this learning procedure, the synaptic interconnections Tij provide the follow- 
ing property of the velocity field in the phase space: all the velocities at the point examples 
.(k)P corresponding to a pattern $ make acute angles with the directions to the geometrical 
ctnter 7~!‘)’ of the subspace 19(~)p. This means that Eq. (1) has a point attractor inside of 
each sudspace Q(k)P. But the velocity field induced by Eq. (1) ’ 1s continuous. Consequently, 
there exist hypersurfaces in the phase space where the velocity is zero. These hypersurfaces 
(C)P can be considered as the basins of the attractors ui . 
Thus, as a result of the unsupervised learning based upon introduced clusters of examples 
in the neural net itself creates point attractors as typical representatives of the corresponding 
patterns, within the basins in which the original example clusters are imbedded. In other 
words, the neural network learns how to perform associative memory or pattern recognition. 
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So far we dealt only with the case when the subspaces f?ck)p are convex and simply con- 
nected. The situation becomes more complicated if these conditions are not satisfied. Indeed, 
let us consider a non-convex subspace 0 (Fig. 1). 
FIG. 1: Gee) - THE GLOBAL GEOMETRIC CENTER 
The geometrical center u cc) of this subspace does not belong to it. If this center is selected 
as a point attractor, then any initial vector which is close to u(c) (but does not belong to 
the subspace 0) will be attracted to it. In order to prevent such a false performance, we 
will change the strategy for the velocity assignments at the point-examples ZLi (k): instead of 
selecting the global geometrical center Ui (‘I for the whole subspace ~9(~), we will introduce 
local geometrical centers u$i,, ui;i,, . . . u$&, . . . , uicsl (‘I for each Ph local neighborhood of 
examples (e = I,2 . . . s). If these neighborhoods are sufficiently small, then all the local 
geometrical centers will belong to 0(‘) (Fig. 2). 
FIG 2. Gf’, ?it), 62’ . -THE LOCAL GEOMETRIC CENTERS 
This strategy can be incorporated into the learning algorithm by rearranging the summation 
in Eq. (2) as follows: 
U!$j, = 2 PkU~k)eW~~-u:l, (11) 
k=l 
in which the constant l/d2 has the order of the smallest distance between the examples 
“Sk). Obviously due to the exponential multipliers in Eq. (ll), only local contributions of 
examples zlik) Cc) t to the formation of the geometrical centers ~~~~~ are essential. 
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Now the procedure of the unsupervised learning can formally be described by the same 
dynamical system (6),(7) if the global geometrical center u!” is replaced by the local centers 
(cl 
“i(f) : 
,;,j= 1,2 ),.. ,R (12) 
k=1,2,... ,m 
’ p=1,2,... ,s (13) 
However, it is important to emphasize that Eq. (1) with the synaptic interconnections 
Tij found from Eqs. (12),(13) d oes not have a point attractor anymore. Instead, it has an 
attracting set whose dimensionality is lower than that of B(“), while the finite-dimensional 
approximation of this attracting set is represented by the local geometrical centers (Fig. 
2). This means that the recognition process now will manifest itself in generation of peri- 
odic, multi-periodic, or even chaotic motions of a certain type: for all initial vectors which 
represent the same pattern, the limit motions will be identical. (In the case of chaos the 
limit motions may be different, but the structure of the corresponding attractors will be the 
same). 
Analogous rearrangements should be performed in the system (9),(10) if the subspaces 
o(k)’ @P ... , 
follorling form: 
are not convex. The modified dynamical system can be presented in the 
?ij = -,2 (i - j)2~j+~~~~pk~~(~~k’p-.~~~;) ,i,j=1,2,... ,m 1 (14) p=l f=l k=l 
xpkc = --a2 ~ [Ui(ujk)P, ~j)(U~k)p - ~!T,‘P) - Y(UI~~~ - Ui(k)p (15) 
i=l 
As mentioned above, the accuracy of the example-interaction approach depends upon 
the density of the interpolation nodes, i.e., upon the density of examples introduced to 
the neural network: by increasing this density one can eliminate failures of local negative 
divergences of the velocity field in the configuration space. However, the number of examples 
m which can be incorporated into the velocity field is restricted by the number of synaptic 
interconnections n2 : m 5 n2. 
In order to remove this restriction, a high-order-correlation model can be utilized. Turning 
to the activation dynamics, let us modify Eq. (1) as follows: 
tii + ?.Li = kTijQ+ 2 zjpvjVp+ 2 TijpqvjVpVq+... etc. 
j=l j,p=l jm=l 
Now the number of examples incorporated into the velocity field is substantially increased: 
m 5 n2 + n3 + n4.. . etc. 
and therefore, the velocity field can be approximated up to a desirable accuracy. 
be 
The learning dynamics for the additional synaptic interconnections Tijp, Tijpq, . . . etc. can 
derived from the minimization of the modified strength energy (5): 
S= i ,k {q;(i- j)2+T;kI(i- j)2+(i-k)2+(j-k)2] +... etc. 
i,j,p,q=l 
This equation should be considered together with Eqs. (6) and (7). 
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Thus, it has been demonstrated that based upon a set of example clusters representing 
different patterns, a neural net can learn the corresponding attracting sets for performance 
of associative memory and pattern recognition. A dynamical system performing such an 
unsupervised learning has been produced. 
It has been shown that the simplest attracting set which a neural network is able to create 
can be more complex than a point attractor and, therefore, the process of recognition, in 
general, can be associated with chaotic attractors whose structure is defined by the corre- 
sponding pattern to be recognized. This suggests a possible phenomenological esplanation 
of chaotic activity of the human brain found from electroencephalogram data analysis3. 
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